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=========================================================================

**Page 1630, column 2, section 2.3, paragraph 2, lines 15--20:** The following sentence, which previously read:

To determine the effectiveness of an exercise intervention in relation to gait speed, we computed between-subject effect size (ES) using the implemented formula in Review Manager version 5.3 (Hedges' adjusted g) as (ES = ±\[(mean post-value intervention group) − (mean post-value control group)\]/pooled variance) \[91\].

Should read:

To determine the effectiveness of an exercise intervention in relation to gait speed, we computed between-subject effect size (ES) using the implemented formula in Review Manager version 5.3 (Hedges' adjusted g) as (ES = \[(mean post-value intervention group) − (mean post-value control group)\]/pooled standard deviation) \[91\].

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1007/s40279-015-0371-2.
